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Abstract
Diana L. Schiraldi

Thesis Title:

Identifying the Role of the School
Business Administrator
2000
Dr. Ronald Capasso
School Business Administration

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the school business administrator
and to determine the congruency or incongruency between role expectations of the
business administrator and actual role performance. Individuals participating in this study
were the school business administrator and seventeen of his role set partners. Role set
partners included the superintendent of schools, four district level administrators, eight
building level administrators, two board members, a teacher and a custodial supervisor.
Participants were surveyed using a written questionnaire to determine their views of the
business administrator's role. The business administrator's daily activities were
documented through shadowing. Responses to the role expectation surveys were
summarized and compared to results of the shadowing exercise.
Results of the study showed that role ambiguity did exist between the role
expectations held for the business administrator by himself and his principal role
partners, and between his actual role performance. This ambiguity did not appear to
adversely affect the organization. Responsibilities of the business administrator role
identified most frequently were accounting, budgeting, and finance. Preferable personal
characteristics identified included interpersonal and communication skills, leadership and

organizational skills. The study concluded that the role of business administrator is
multifaceted and dynamic requiring many different skills and abilities.

Mini-Abstract
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Thesis Title:

Identifying the Role of the School
Business Administrator
2000
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The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the school business administrator
and to determine the congruency or incongruency between role expectations of the
business administrator and actual role performance. Results of the study showed that role
ambiguity did exist between the role expectations held for the business administrator by
himself and his principal role partners, and between his actual role performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Focus of the Study
The role and status of the school business administrator has changed significantly over
the years. The first school business managers were not considered educators and did not
participate in educational decision making. This began to change in the early 20th
century when administrators realized the importance of the business administrator's
duties and their effect on the educational process. "Decisions relating to the teaching,
learning and curriculum dimension of a school district are interdependent upon decisions
that are accepted as being in the school business domain. Understanding and accepting
this relationship between curriculum and resource allocation is crucial to understanding a
school district and what it can and cannot provide." (Everett, 1996). Understanding this
relationship is also important in understanding the role of school business officials in
today's public schools.
The role of the business administrator can be described in various ways. One way is
by the tasks he performs on a daily basis. Another is by his skill level and his
professional status and acceptance within the organization. We can also describe a
business administrator's position in terms of the role that he plays in the organization
both from his own perspective and from the perspective of those with whom he works.
The purpose of this study is to determine the congruency and incongruency between
the role expectations held for a school business official by himself and his principal role
partners, and between his actual role performance. Surveys of district administrative
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personnel, school board members, teachers, and the administrator himself will provide an
understanding of what individuals believe the school business official's role is in the
educational process. Observation and documentation of his day to day responsibilities
will provide an understanding of the business official's actual role performance. This
data will be analyzed to determine the amount of congruency or incongruency.
Definitions
The following definitions are provided to facilitate an understanding of the material
presented in this paper.
Ambiguity - lack of clear, consistent information; unclear, doubtful.
Congruency - agreement, state of coinciding.
Focal person - that person in an organization who is being studied. The person about
whom observations are being made.
Role expectations - attitudes and beliefs which members of a focal person's role set
develop about him or her based upon their expectations of what his or her performance
should include. They reflect the role set member's conception of the person's office and
his abilities and may include personal characteristics, specific job activities, and how he
or she relates to others.
Role set - those with whom an individual organization member is associated either in
hierarchy

of authority

or

associated

to
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their job

performance

(workflow).

Limitations of the Study
This project is limited to the study of one business official in one school district. The
school district is a large 9th to 12th grade regional high school district consisting of three
school buildings with a combined enrollment of 6200 students.
Setting of the Study
The setting of this study is the Lenape Regional High School District in Burlington
County, New Jersey. The school district educates children in grades 9 through 12 from
the eight surrounding communities; Evesham, Medford, Mount Laurel, Southampton,
Shamong, Medford Lakes, Tabernacle and Woodland. The district is best characterized
as rural suburban with a population of 135,000 residents. The Lenape District
encompasses 350 square miles, which is 43 percent of the entire area of Burlington
County, the largest county in New Jersey. Combined enrollment for the District's three
high schools exceeds 6,200 students and while enrollment is substantial, the student
population is relatively homogenous. Ninety percent of the student population is white,
four percent is black, two percent Asian, and two percent is Hispanic. The socioeconomic
status of the communities served by the district can be characterized as middle to upper
income. Four of the communities have a District Factor Group (DFG) level of I, which is
the second to highest level. Two communities have a DFG level of GH and the remaining
two communities have DFG levels of CD and B. District Factor Group levels can range
from A, the poorest districts, to J, the wealthiest districts.
The Lenape School District is currently in the process of expanding its facilities to
include a fourth high school and an additional 9th and 10th grade building at one of its
existing three high schools. The district has a current year budget in excess of $70
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million. The district's organizational structure, in addition to an eleven member Board of
Education, consists of a Superintendent, a Deputy Superintendent, and an Assistant
Superintendent for Business/Board Secretary. The next level of management consists of
the following positions; three building principals, a director of special services, a director
of personnel, a director of administrative services, a director of programs and planning, a
director of public relations, a technology director, a director of the district television
studio, a director of buildings and grounds, a transportation director, a director of
continuing education, a director of transition school, an assistant business administrator,
and an assistant personnel director. There are also approximately five assistant principals,
subject supervisors and department coordinators at each school.
Transportation for the district's 6200 students is provided by a combination of 80
district owned vehicles and various outside vendors contracted to provide busing
services.
A food service management company is contracted to operate the high school
cafeterias with cafeteria employees being paid directly by the district. An outside
consulting firm handles contract negotiations with the district's teachers union and
support staff unions.
Significance of the Study
This study will provide evidence of how the role of the school business administrator
is frequently misunderstood. It will provide details about what functions the business
administrator provides in our district, what his role in the organization is and what degree
of professional status he holds.
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Organization of the Study
Chapter Two of this paper provides a review of literature currently in publication
about the topic of the school business administrator's role. The result of surveys done to
assess the importance of each task performed by the business official is presented. An
overview of the topic of role ambiguity and conflict is also presented. Chapter Three of
this report presents the design of the study including a description of the research
instruments and sampling techniques used, a description of the data collection approach
and an explanation of how the survey data is analyzed. Chapter Four presents the
research findings obtained. Chapter Five presents conclusions drawn from the research
results as well as conclusions about how best to interact in an educational leadership role.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

A review of literature concerning the role of the school business administrator reveals
that little research has been conducted in this area. While services provided by this key
administrative position are "essential to the smooth operation of a school district, little
research has focused on the problems unique to the business administrator" (Shannon,
1988, p.1). Numerous articles have been published on the role and experiences of the
business administrator, however, in monthly professional journals such as School
Business Affairs, published by the Association of School Business Officials International
(ASBO). This organization devotes attention to the development of the profession of
school business administration through conferences and publications and is a major
resource for the continuing professional education for business administrators. So, while
some literature does exist on the topic of school business administration, it is not of the
theoretical research variety as performed on teaching methods. The profession of school
business management does not lend itself to be studied in a theoretical manner.
The history of the school business administrator position shows that the position has
existed in schools for over one hundred and fifty years and preceded the position of chief
school administrator. The first district to hire a full time business manager was the
Cleveland Ohio School District in 1841. The position was then referred to as "acting
manager" and the job responsibilities included preparation of the payroll, bookkeeping,
and the care of school buildings. Cleveland did not hire a chief school administrator until
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twelve years later.
The early school business administrators "were not considered "educators" and
were not expected (or allowed) to participate in educational decision making" (Everett,
1996, p.6). At that time, it was felt that business administrators made the business
decisions and the chief school administrator made the educational decisions and neither
was to tread on the other's turf. "The position of school business manager was not
viewed as very important at its inception" (Everett), but started to become so by the
beginning of the

2 0 th

century. Today, the position is characterized as one that is

multidimensional and dynamic. The complexity of the business administrator's
responsibilities have increased as school budgets have increased and in response to
government regulations, court decisions, and statutory requirements.

School business

administrators must remain flexible and adjust to new demands and to the needs of the
district and of fellow staff members.
The list of responsibilities currently considered to be under the domain of the school
business administrator is impressive. Some of these areas include budgeting and financial
planning, purchasing and supply management, plant planning and construction, school
community relations, personnel management, food services, data processing, grant
management, transportation, office management, and educational resources management.
In surveys conducted by Thomas E. Glass, Ronald E. Everett, and Donald R. Johnson in
1991 and 1996, school business administrators were asked to rate the tasks they
performed in order of importance. Table 2.1 shows the results of this survey. Those tasks
identified by school business administrators as being the most important were those
which required skills in budget planning, accounting and finance, and cash management.
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School business officials saw themselves primarily as managers of fiscal resources or as
managers of programs directly related to fiscal management. These programs include risk
management, facilities, auxiliary services, and collective bargaining.
TABLE 2.1
Importance of Skills Necessary for Effective
Performance of School Business Officials

Accounting
Property Management
Risk Management
Purchasing
Data Processing
Auditing
Salary Administration
Finance
Federal Programs
Special Education
Cash Management
Budget Planning
Facilities
Auxiliary Services
Collective Bargaining
Strategic Planning

Absolutely
Essential

Very
Important

Medium
Importance

Not Very
Important

Not
Appropriate

57.0%
7.6
16.9
29.0
21.6
22.7
20.0
56.8
10.7
10.5
42.5
70.6
11.6
9.6
18.0
15.6

22.7%
33.2
45.0
39.2
41.9
35.4
39.0
20.5
38.3
35.9
30.3
13.1
43.2
43.4
42.1
37.9

5.8%
44.8
24.5
18.9
22.9
25.8
27.2
7.6
35.6
41.2
10.7
0.4
32.7
35.9
22.9
29.6

4.7%
12.5
10.2
8.7
11.8
11.8
9.6
3.3
12.7
9.8
8.7
2.4
11.4
9.1
12.0
13.6

0.6%
1.3
3.3
4.2
1.6
3.8
4.0
11.8
2.4
2.4
7.3
13.4
1.1
1.8
4.9
3.3

Note. From "Survey Results: Preparing School Business Administrators," by T.E. Glass,
R.E. Everett, and D.R. Johnson, 1998, School Business Affairs. 64. p. 20.

The job description of the business administrator may differ from district to district
depending on several factors, especially district size. As the district becomes larger and
larger, more individuals are required to handle the increased work load. Table 2.2
summarizes the survey responses by size of school district. It can be concluded from
these
results that the smaller the school district, the greater the variety of responsibilities
undertaken by the business administrator. In larger districts, the tasks are delegated more
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to other individuals. No matter what the district size, three areas of responsibility were
reported as the most important and are thought to be the heart of the business
TABLE 2.2
Function Areas Supervised by School Business Officials
By Size of District
0 to
999

Enrollment
Accounting
Property Management
Risk Management
Purchasing
Strategic Planning
Data Processing
Auditing
Salary Administration
Finance
Federal Programs
Special Education
Cash Management
Budget Planning
Facilities
Auxiliary Services
Collective Bargaining
Total in Category

34
32
28
32
13
27
33
26
34
26
17
33
34
17
22
12
34

100%
94%
82%
94%
38%
79%
97%
77%
100%
77%
50%
97%
100%
50%
65%
35%

1,000 to
3,499
151
147
141
146
76
131
136
126
152
88
58
140
153
116
119
98
156

97%
94%
90%
94%
49%
84%
87%
81%
97%
56%
27%
90%
98%
74%
76%
63%

3,500 to
9,999
116
106
108
112
46
98
108
68
118
59
29
109
123
86
86
53
126

92%
84%
86%
90%
37%
78%
86%
54%
94%
47%
23%
87%
98%
68%
68%
42%
39

10,000 to
19,999

20,000
and over

33
24
25
29
22
21
30
16
34
17
10
31
33
16
21
11

35
31
28
31
16
23
23
17
29
13
6
29
34
25
23
11

85%
62%
64%
74%
56%
54%
77%
41%
87%
44%
26%
80%
84%
41%
54%
28%
44

80%
70%
64%
70%
36%
52%
52%
39%
66%
30%
14%
66%
77%
57%
52%
25%

Total
369
340
330
350
173
300
330
253
367
203
120
342
377
260
271
185

93%
85%
83%
88%
44%
75%
83%
63%
92%
51%
30%
86%
95%
65%
68%
46%

399

Note: From Financial and Managerial Accounting for Schools. by Dr. R.E. Evertt, Dr. Raymond L. Lows, &
Dr. Donald R. Johnson, (1996). Reston, VA: Association of School Business Officials International

administrator position. They are budget planning, accounting, and finance. Proficiency in
these three areas are key to an individual's success as a business administrator. And if
one reviews the definition of financial and managerial accounting and applies them to the
list of business administrator duties, one thing becomes clear. "Accounting spans all
tasks,
functions and duties of the school business administrator. Accounting is the glue that
binds all aspects of business administration together" (Everett, 1996). The intern agrees
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that a solid knowledge base in the field of accounting is critical to the successful
management of a school district's financial assets and to assisting the district in the
allocation of limited financial resources to new and existing educational programs.
The role of the business administrator can be viewed from perspectives other than
mere task responsibility. Walter Hack, John Ray, and Carl Candoli outlined an interesting
perspective of the SBA position in their book School Business Administration. A
Planning Approach (1991). The authors explain that the business administrator position
(or any administrator position) can be analyzed in terms of three skill levels; technical,
human relations, and conceptual. The combination of these skill levels relate to the
maturation and acceptance of the role in the district and can explain the variation in role
definition from one district to the next. The three skill levels represent increasing levels
of knowledge and maturation of the school business administrator. Technical level skills
are the number cruncher type skills. They include accounting and computational skills,
cash management skills, and budget preparation skills. These skills enable the business
administrator to develop a budget, monitor cash flows, or cost out a salary increase.
These skills are developed through formal education or experience. Human relations
skills are those skills that enable a business administrator to relate their functions to those
of the other administrators in the district. These skills become more necessary in school
districts with decentralized decision making. In decentralized decision making, the
business administrator becomes an important provider of information; information other
administrator's need in order to make decisions. "By sharing information with others, by
teaching others about budgeting and accounting, the business administrator coordinates
her work with that of other administrators and directly relates the business
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administrator's function to that of other administrators" (Sielke, 1995). It has been found
that in districts where decision making is decentralized, the function of school business
administrator moves to the human relations skill level where their success depends on
their ability to interface effectively with other administrators. In her research, Catherine
Sielke found that business administrators at the human relations skill level experienced
greater professional status than those at the technical skills level. Finally, the conceptual
skills level reflects the highest level of maturation of the school business administrator as
well as the highest professional status of the position. At the conceptual skills level the
school business administrator participates in planning and policy development and is "an
active planning member of the superintendency team" (Hack, 1995) . The business
administrator develops plans which link program goals with financial resources assisting
the district to meet its educational goals. The conceptual skills of the business
administrator were found to be used most in districts with decentralized decision making.
In her article, "More Than a Number Cruncher, The Business Administrator's
Changing Role", Catherine Sielke makes what the intern feels is an interesting
observation about the three skill levels of the SBA and a business administrator's ability
to achieve them. She states, " in those districts where the business administrator was
working at the technical level or the human relations level and had not progressed to
acceptance at the conceptual skill level, the business administrator had come from a noneducation background. There appears to be a more willing acceptance for the business
administrator to perform at the conceptual skill level if [they are] educator[s]" (Sielke,
1995). For those business administrators from a non-education background striving to
reach the conceptual skills level, this is an obstacle which is difficult to overcome.
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While many educators agree on the tasks a school business official performs, they
do not always agree on the role this individual plays in the overall organizational
structure of the district or on the influence this person should or does have over
educational issues. In other words they do not agree on the skill level at which this
individual should operate. Some people believe the business administrator is not an
educator and should not be involved in instructional decision making and planning.
Others feel it is important for the business official to participate in all decisions which
may have a financial impact. To be sure, the role of the business administrator is not
exactly the same in all school districts. The position can differ based on the size of the
district and can be influenced by the board of education. In some districts, the business
administrator reports directly to the board of education as does the superintendent. In
many districts, the business administrator reports to both the superintendent and the
board of education. These structures create a dichotomy of leadership which can cause
ambiguity in role definition.

Most school districts are organized with the business

administrator holding a position equivalent to an assistant superintendent who reports
directly to the superintendent (Sielke, 1995). As school districts increase in size the
number of district administrators also increases. Here the business administrator position
may be split into a business administrator and an assistant superintendent, or a business
administrator and an assistant business administrator, a business administrator and a
comptroller or other logical and/or creative distinctions. As job responsibilities are
divided up or delegated to other school district staff the chance for role ambiguity
increases. Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn and Snoek's book, Organizational Stress: Studies in Role
Conflict and Role Ambiguity discusses this condition in detail. It states that role
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ambiguity is a prevalent condition in organizational life and may occur because roles and
responsibilities are not adequately communicated. Conditions which can effect role
ambiguity

include

organizational

complexity,

rapid organizational

change

and

managerial philosophies. All individuals have a perception of what their role is in an
organization. They communicate this role to other members of the organization in
various ways. Other members of the organization also have a perception of what they
feel that

person's role is in the organization. Conflict can occur when these two

perceptions differ. The roles perceived and sent are influenced by both the characteristics
of the individuals and by their relationship on both a personal and a professional level.
Role conflict can create psychological conflicts, stress, and tension. They exact a price,
both in terms of individual well-being and organizational effectiveness. By studying role
ambiguity in the workplace, steps can be taken to minimize these conflicts before they
begin to negatively affect the organization as a whole.
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Chapter 3
The Design of the Study

As stated in Chapter 1, the purpose of this study is to determine the congruency and
incongruency between the role expectations held for the school business administrator by
himself and his principle role partners, and between his actual role performance. To make
such a determination it was necessary to collect data from the focal person and his role
set about what they believed were the responsibilities of the business administrator.
Actual role performance of the focal person needed to be documented by the intern in
order to complete the comparison to the expectations.
Based upon the business administrator's duties and responsibilities, the principal role
partners were determined to be the following individuals; superintendent of schools,
director of programs and planning, assistant business administrator, director of buildings
and grounds, director of transportation,

three building principals,

five subject

supervisors/assistant principals, two board members, one custodial supervisor, and one
teacher. These individuals were chosen because they are people with whom the business
administrator interfaces on a regular basis during the conduct of his duties. The assistant
business administrator, director of buildings and grounds, and the transportation
supervisor are really extensions of the business administrator position. These individuals
are needed by the business administrator to carrying out his accounting, facilities and
transportation responsibilities. In many small school districts, the business administrator
performs the duties of these three individuals. In larger districts, such as Lenape
Regional, these duties are delegated to support personnel.
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The instrument used to collect the needed information about role expectations of the
business administrator was the written questionnaire. Seven questions were designed to
solicit the role partners views of the business administrator's responsibilities, what he
actually did on a day to day basis, what skills the business administrator should possess,
the background experience he should possess, and whether or not they consider the
business administrator to be an educator. Open ended questions were used requiring
written responses. Twenty-one questionnaires were distributed along with a memo
explaining the reason for the survey and thanking the participant for their assistance. Of
the twenty-one questionnaires distributed, seventeen were completed and returned.
Information about the business administrator's actual day-to-day activities was
gathered using a method called shadowing. On each of seven days, the intern observed
and recorded the business administrators actions on a form designed for this purpose. At
the end of each day, the intern met with the business administrator to gather additional
information about what had been observed. For instance, when a meeting had been
observed between the business administrator and another staff member, the intern
inquired about the subject matter discussed in that meeting. The intern also reviewed the
day's entries with the business administrator to determine whether he felt the list was
accurate and whether there was anything more that should be added to the listing. This
daily interview was extremely helpful in clarifying the observed actions.
While initially comparing the written questionnaire responses given by the business
administrator and those given by his role set, a problem was encountered. The responses
given to questions one and two were completely different. These questions asked what
the responsibilities of the business administrator were and what he actually did on a daily
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basis. The role set respondents listed tasks and areas of responsibility while the business
administrator's response was general, philosophical, and did not list specifics. The intern
was unable to draw any connection between the two group's responses. It was discovered
that the wording of the questions given to the business administrator was slightly
different than that given to the role set group. The role set members were asked what they
believed were the responsibilities of the business administrator and what he actually did
on a daily basis. The business administrator, on the other hand, was asked to describe his
role as business administrator and to describe how his actual role performance differed
from his responsibilities. This inconsistency in question wording caused the difficulty in
comparing the two responses. Upon discovery of this problem, a second questionnaire
was created for the business administrator which revised the wording of the two
questions. Responses received from the business administrator to the revised questions
were more easily compared to the responses from his role set associates.
For purposes of analyzing the data collected, all responses to the questionnaires will
be recorded in a table format. The business administrator's responses will be recorded in
one table and the role set respondent's answers will be recorded in an adjacent table for
ease in comparison. Actual activities performed by the business administrator as
observed by the intern through shadowing, will also be presented in table form.
Inferences will then be drawn between the two tables and summarized in chapter Four.
Concluding observations will be summarized in chapter Five of this report.
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Chapter 4
Presentation of the Research Findings

The school business administrator's role set partners responding to the research
questions included the following individuals; the superintendent of schools, three
building principals, the director of programs and planning, the director of buildings and
grounds, the assistant business administrator, the director of transportation, two school
board members, five assistant principals/ subject supervisors, one custodial supervisor,
and one teacher. As might be expected, those individuals who worked most closely with
the business administrator on a daily basis had a clearer understanding about what his
duties and responsibilities were. Responses collected from the school board members, the
teacher, and the custodial supervisor reflected the least amount of congruency to the
business administrator's actual responsibilities. However, even between those individuals
working closely with the focal person, there was incongruency in the research responses.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the responses received to question number one; what do
you believe are the responsibilities of the school business administrator in our district.
The business administrator identified eleven areas of responsibility, many of which were
also identified by his role set. Budget development was the most frequently identified
duty followed by oversight duties, insurance, superintendent directives, and the general
fiscal and business affairs of the district. It was noted that several items identified by the
role set
as being the business administrator's responsibility were not his responsibility directly.
Payroll, auditing, purchase processing, and revenue collection are examples of duties
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which are performed by someone other than the business administrator. It is true the
business administrator has general oversight responsibility for these duties, but not
responsibility for performing the actual function itself.
The second research question demonstrates this misunderstanding over actual job
performance. The question asked, in your opinion, what does our school business
administrator actually do on a day to day basis. Responses to this question are
summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The business administrator responded that crisis
management, dealing with various problems that arise, and depending on support
personnel to assist him in carrying out specific functions is what he does on a daily basis.
While this response is fairly general, it is probably more accurate than some of the
responses given by role set partners. For instance, one role set respondent thought the
business administrator was in charge of balancing the books. This duty is actually
performed by the assistant business administrator. The role set also thought the business
administrator maintained records and prepared reports. In fact, the business administrator
does little of this type of work. The responses given by role set partners that more closely
reflect his actual duties are those involving oversight and planning. This conclusion is
supported by comparing responses to question two in tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 with the
summary of the shadowing results in figure 4.6.
Shadowing results were obtained through observation of the business administrator in
his daily activity. The intern recorded daily tasks performed over a seven-day period.
These tasks are summarized in table 4.6. A majority of the business administrator's time
over the seven-day period, nearly 64%, was spent in some kind of meeting. Meetings
with other administrators occupied 24% of the time, construction meetings comprised
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16% of the time, and meetings outside the district comprised 24% of the business
administrator's time. While these percentages can vary based upon the time periods used,
it is obvious that the business administrator spends more time in meetings than in
performing specific tasks.
As noted in Chapter 2, the functions of the school business administrator can be
categorized into three skill level categories. The first category consists of technical skills.
The second and third categories consist of human relations and conceptual skills
respectively. Table 4.5 summarizes role set responses from question two into the three
skill level categories while Table 4.7 summarizes the shadowing results in these same
skill level categories. From table 4.5 we see that 40% of the responses given by the role
set partners are categorized as functions requiring technical skills. By contrast, Table 4.7
shows that only 16% of the functions actually performed by the business administrator
were of the technical skill level. Only five percent of the responses by the role set
partners could be categorized as the conceptual skill variety while the shadowing results
showed that 61% of his time was spent performing such tasks. Clearly, the view role set
partners have of the business administrators role is quite different from the actual role the
focal person performs on a daily basis. From Table 4.5 we see that role set partners felt
more of the business administrator's time was spent performing human relations type
functions (55%). Actual role performance during the seven day time period showed 22%
of time spent on such tasks. Again, these percentages will change depending upon the
time period used and on the priorities of the district at the time. For instance, during
budget season, the business administrator will be observed performing more technical
skill type duties such as calculating, summarizing and reporting. During the first week of
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school each year, the business administrator will be observed performing more human
relations type functions in dealing with parents and bus routing problems. As noted in
Chapter 2, the school business administrator's position can be characterized as multidimensional and dynamic. Responsibilities placed upon the business administrator can
change as the district takes on new initiatives and institutes new procedures or long range
plans.
Question three of the role questionnaire asked what behaviors a school business
administrator should exhibit in their role within the school district.

Responses to this

question are summarized in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. The responses of the role set partners
differed greatly from those of the business administrator. The business administrator felt
that sensitivity to the needs of educators, integrity, honesty, and energy were important
characteristics. Role set partners identified many excellent characteristics other than
those identified by the business administrator. These included being a motivator,
leadership, communication skills, interpersonal skills, listening skills, organizational
skills, professionalism, and problem solving skills. Of these responses almost thirty
percent of the respondents named interpersonal skills as an important characteristic for a
school business administrator. Leadership was the second most frequent response while
communication skills, organizational skills, and professionalism tied for third. The
variety in responses given to question three further supports the multifaceted nature of
the school business administrator's role. All twenty characteristics identified by role set
respondents would be valuable to school business administrators at some point in their
careers if not on a daily basis.
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Question four of the business administrator role questionnaire asked whether the
respondent felt the identified behaviors were required or merely preferable for job
performance. Overall the respondents felt the identified behaviors were required in order
for a business administrator to be effective. Interpersonal skills, professionalism,
educational planning and the ability to maintain accurate records were reiterated as
important characteristics in this role.
Survey question number five asked what background experiences the role partner felt
were beneficial for a school business administrator. Tables 4.10 and 4.11 summarize
responses to this question. Twelve percent of the role set partners agreed with the
business administrator that building level administration was a valuable experience.
While no role set respondent selected teaching specifically, as did the business
administrator, 6% of the respondents identified experience in the educational system as
important. The background experiences identified by the role set respondents most
frequently included accounting, planning, and finance. Overall, business type experiences
were identified most frequently as preferable background experiences for school business
administrators.
The last two research questions asked the focal person and role set partners whether
the school business administrator is an educator and whether this individual participates
in educational decision making. All respondents agreed that the business administrator is
an
educator, but for different reasons. The following is a sample of responses to the question
of whether the business administrator is an educator:
*

He is a former teacher, coach, supervisor, and vice principal
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*

He educates others as to a process or a system and then teaches them the process

*

All school administrators who have the power and authority to effect the
operation are educators

·

No more or less than any upper level management position in the business world

·

He assists other administrators in making decisions which will ultimately impact
students

·

Everyone working in the district is an educator to some degree

In reviewing all responses to question six, in addition to those cited above, we see that
some respondents feel the business administrator is an educator due to his background
experience. With this definition, one has to wonder whether those persons without a
background in education would be considered educators. Is it possible to be considered
an educator if you do not have come from a teaching background? A second conclusion
drawn from responses to question six is that the business administrator is an educator
because he educates other administrators in processes dealing with the business functions
of the district. These processes included purchasing, budgeting, and payroll. While it is
true that the business administrator teaches others about financial procedures, this
viewpoint, like the first, is rather narrow in scope. The third conclusion that can be drawn
from question six responses is that everyone working in a school district is an educator to
some extent. This response is the broadest viewpoint of the three and it recognizes that
anyone has the potential to be an educator regardless of their background experience. It
also recognizes that everyone in the system is important to the overall success of the
district and to the educational process.
The business administrator's response to question six mirrored some of the role set's
responses that the business administrator was an educator because the decisions he makes
affect instruction. The business administrator went on to comment that unless a business
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administrator considered himself or herself an educator, he or she would fail. This
response demonstrates

the importance that the business administrator

consider

themselves part of the educational process rather than separate from it. The intern agrees
this attitude is important for successful interaction between the business administrator
and other district administrators. The district benefits most when everyone maintains a
cooperative and open minded attitude.
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School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
Responses to Question 1
What do you believe are the responsibilities of the school business
administrator in our district?

Table 4.1

Responses Given by
School Business Administrator

Number and Percentage
of Respondents in
Agreement

Finance
Personnel
Budget development
ASSA and Other State Reports
Buildings & Grounds
Data Processing
Transportation
Facility Use
Board Secretary Functions
Insurance
Part of executive team to
formulate policy and procedures

2
1
9
2
3
1
2
1
3
4

11.76%
5.88%
52.94%
11.76%
17.65%
5.88%
11.76%
5.88%
17.65%
23.53%

1

5.88%

Table 4.2
Responses Given
by Role Set
Respondents but not SBA

Number and Percentage of
Respondents Concurring

Oversees
Administers
Manages
Superintendent directives
Investments
Revenue Collection
Payroll
Audit
Purchase processing
General fiscal and business
affairs of the district
Cafeteria
Safe guard assets
New construction
Child advocate
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6
2
1
4
1

35.29%
11.76%
5.88%
23.53%
5.88%

1
1
1

5.88%
5.88%
5.88%

4
1
1
1
1

23.53%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%

School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
Summary of Responses to Question 2
In your opinion, what does our school business administrator
actually do on a day to day basis?
Table 4.3
Responses Given By
Business Administrator

Number and Percentage of Role
Set Respondents in Agreement

Crisis Management
Deal with incidents (problems):
Personnel
Union
Facility
Bus accidents

1
1

5.88%
5.88%

1

5.88%

Depends on support personnel
Table 4.4
Additional Responses Given
by Role Set Respondents
Attends meetings
Executive team
Resource mgmt
Balance the books
Prepare budget
Sign purchase orders
Solve problems in business office
Supervises individuals
Administers
Oversees
Coordinates
Manages
Communicates
Carries out specific tasks
Maintains records
Prepares reports

Number and Percentage of Role
Set Respondents Concurring
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
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5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
11.76%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
17.65%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
11.76%
5.88%
5.88%

School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
Responses to Question 2
What do you believe are the responsibilities of the school business
administrator in our district?
Table 4.5
Role Set Responses by Skill Level
Number and Percent of
Responses
Technical
8
40%
Human Relations
11
55%
Conceptual
1
5%
Skill Level
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Summary of Shadowing Results
Daily Activities of School Business Administrator
Over a Seven Day Period
Figure 4.6
Percent of
Number of Hours
Spent over 7 Days TTotal Hours

Description of Activity
Meetings with other administrators

9

21.18%

Construction Meetings - Planning, progress
reports

7

16.47%

Office Work - signing purchase orders and
contracts, writing memos, phone calls,
reading the mail

7

16.47%

Meeting with the Superintendent

1

2.35%

Dealing with personnel issues

2.5

5.88%

Meetings Outside the District

10

23.53%

Problem resolution

1.5

3.53%

Special projects

4.5

10.59%

TOTAL HOURS

42.5

100%

Figure 4.7

Skill Level
Technical
Human Relations
Conceptual

Shadowing Results by Skill Level
Number and Percentage of Hours
16.47%
7
9.5
22.35%
61.18%
26
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School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
Responses to Question 3
What behaviors should a school business administrator exhibit
in their role within the school district?

Table 4.8
Responses Given By
Business Administrator

Number and Percentage of
Respondents in Agreement

Sensitive to the needs of
educators
Integrity
Honesty

5.88%

1

Energy
Table 4.9
Additional Responses Given
by Role Set Respondents

Number and Percentage of
Respondents Concurring

Team Player
Attitude that students are most
important
Motivator
Conscientious policies
Confidence
Competence
Communication skills
Leadership
Knowledge of laws
Interpersonal skills
Consistency
Faith and support of charges
Even temperament
Professionalism
Organizational skills
Accounting skills
Planning skills
Listening skills
Problem solving skills
Verbal skills
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1

5.88%

1
1
2
1
1
3
4
2
5
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
1

5.88%
5.88%
11.76%
5.88%
5.88%
17.65%
23.53%
11.76%
29.41%
5.88%
5.88%
5.88%
17.65%
17.65%
5.88%
5.88%
11.76%
5.88%
5.88%

School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
Responses to Question 5
What background experience(s) do you feel are beneficial
for a school business administrator?

Table 4.10
Responses Given By
School Business Administrator

Number and Percentage of
Respondents in Agreement

Teacher
Building Administrator

2

11.76%

Compensating Experience

Table 4.11
Responses Given by Role Set
Respondents but not SBA

Number and Percentage of
Respondents Concurring

Governmental accounting
Managemen
t
Cooperative decision making
Planning
Budget
Insurance
Investment
Experience in educational system
Business background
Finance
Construction

4
3

23.53%
11.76%

1
1
1
2
1
6
4
2
1

5.88%
23.53%
5.88%
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5.88%
5.88%
23.53%
5.88%

Chapter 5
Conclusions, Implications and Further Study
Overall, the results of the study conducted on the school business administrator of the
Lenape Regional High School District show that role ambiguity did exist between the
role expectations held for the school business administrator by himself and his principal
role partners, and between his actual role performance. Role set partners who worked
closely with the focal person had a clearer understanding of his responsibilities than did
other role set partners. While role ambiguity was found to exist, it did not appear to
cause problems for the focal person, role set, or organization in general. That is, no
survey respondents felt compelled to mention problems with the business administrator
or with confusion over his responsibilities. However, the survey was not designed to
identify this type of information. A follow-up study to assess the effect of role ambiguity
on organizational effectiveness at Lenape Regional might include a survey question such
as, do you feel misunderstandings exist in this organization regarding job responsibility.
Respondents could

be asked to describe instances where misunderstandings have

occurred and the result of the misunderstanding. Researching individuals' feelings about
situations in the workplace would be more useful in assessing the overall climate of the
organization than merely inquiring about the perceived job responsibilities. Individuals at
Lenape may in fact experience some effects of role ambiguity like psychological conflict,
stress and tension, but those effects can not be determined from this study.
Results which could be determined by this study were summarized in Chapter Four.
Some of the results are similar

to the results of studies conducted in the past and
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summarized in Chapter Two of this paper. For instance, in both studies respondents
identified numerous responsibilities and skills a successful business administrator should
possess. Table 2.1 in Chapter Two showed the three skills identified most often in the
previous surveys were accounting, budgeting and finance. In Chapter Four, results of
survey question number five showed those same results. The background experiences
respondents felt were most beneficial to the school business administrator were
accounting, finance, and planning.
The Lenape study researched behavioral skills of the business administrator which
was not found in previous studies. Five behavioral skills were identified as being
important to the success of the business administrator. These characteristics were strong
interpersonal skills, communication skills, organizational skills, leadership skills, and
professionalism.

Like previous studies, the variety and number of skills and

responsibilities attributed to the business administrator function demonstrates the
multidimensional and dynamic nature of the business administrator's position.
How the business administrator is viewed by others in the organization was examined
in the Lenape study. A previous study conducted by Catherine Sielke showed that
business administrators from an education background were more likely to be accepted in
planning and policy development (conceptual skill level) than those who were not from
an education background. The Lenape study adds support to this conclusion due to the
focal person's status within the Lenape organization. The Lenape business administrator
is from an education background and is an active, planning member of the
superintendency team. It can not be concluded from this study, however, that individuals
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from an non-education background would not be capable of attaining that same status. A
separate study would be needed to determine this.
Results from the Lenape study showed disparity in opinion about whether the business
administrator was an educator. Some individuals consider only those from education
backgrounds to be educators. Others feel that anyone has the potential to be an educator
regardless of their background. Of course there is no right answer to this question.
Research would probably show that there are good and bad business administrators from
both professional backgrounds. The idea that only those from educational backgrounds
make good business administrators is a type of discrimination. It is important to
recognize it, to know that it exists, and to not let it interfere with our efforts to perform
our job as business administrators to the best of our ability regardless of our background
experience. As the business administrator in the Lenape study pointed out, it is important
for business administrators to consider themselves part of the educational process rather
than separate from it. It is only with cooperative and supportive attitudes that we can
succeed together in accomplishing the challenging and honorable goal of educating
children.
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School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire

1) What do you believe are the responsibilities of the School Business Administrator in
our District, i.e. Tom Rende?

2) In your opinion, what does our School Business Administrator actually do on a day to
day basis?

3) What behaviors should a School Business Administrator exhibit in his/her role within
the school district?

4) Would you consider these behaviors to be required or preferable for his job
performance? Why or why not?

5) What background experience(s) do you feel would be beneficial for a school business
official?

6) Do you consider our School Business Administrator to be an educator? Why or why
not?

7) Does our School Business Administrator participate in educational decision making?

Your current position in this district is

Number of years in this position

Number of years in education

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.

School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire
(School Business Official Only)

1) How would you describe your role as School Business Administrator for this District?

2) How does your actual role performance differ from the responsibilities listed above?

3) What behaviors do you believe a School Business Administrator should exhibit in his
or her role within the school district?

4) Would you consider these behaviors to be required or preferable for the performance
of this job? Why or why not?

5) What background experience(s) do you feel are beneficial for a school business
official?

6) Is the School Business Administrator an educator? Why or why not?

Number of years in this position

Number of years in education

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.

School Business Administrator Role Questionnaire # 2
11/11/99
(School Business Official Only)

1) What are your responsibilities as Business Administrator/Board Secretary for this
school district?

2) What do you actually do on a day to day basis?

Biographical Data

Name

Diana L. Schiraldi

High School

Camden Catholic High School
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

Undergraduate

Bachelor of Science
Business Administration
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA

Graduate

Master of Arts
School Business Administration
Rowan University
Glassboro, NJ

Present Occupation

School Business Administrator
Medford Lakes School District
Medford Lakes, NJ
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